The 6 fields of Human Development toward the level of a Divine Counscious Master Creator Being

Self Consciousness

Spiritual Consciousness

To know, to express, and to develope
one’s identity and originality; selfconfidence; self-empowerment; selfknowledge; self-esteem.

Knowing that human as a Spirit/ Self is eternal;
everyone has multidimensional existences and
modes of expression (bodies and personalities)
in many planes of reality, on the path of
evolution towards higher levels of divine,
loving manifestation

Sacredness/Spirituality
The relation with Divinity and our own
conscience; spiritual evolution
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Humanistic Consciousness
To view humanity as a global
village, a large unic family,
which all members are equal
each-others, and the happiness
of one depends on the happiness
of all

Personal Evolution
Total, integral and life-long
development of one’s own
identity; realization of self
fulfillment and accomplishment of
one’s own life-mission

Community Environment
Synergistic and harmonious
cohabitation relationship with the
others: success and self-fulfillment in
personal, domestic and public life
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Planetary Consciousness
To aknowledge that spiritual
mature human being (and
humanity as a whole) is (and have
to manifest as) one of the Gaia
Caretakers

Physiological Domaine
The relation with energy and matter;
one’s health, nutrition, wellness, fithess;
activity and life style

Creation-Inovation
The manifestation of human
existential condition:as “Son of
God”, creator of values and of
progressive realities for the
wellbeing of others, with divine love.

Ecological Environment
Cohabitation relationship, symbiosis
and communion with the
beings/species, natural-cosmical
processes and energies of the terestrial
ecosystems

Cosmic Consciousness
The realisation that the Universe is a
large complex cosmic order of
multiple levels and planes of
existence, populated with countless
tipologies of civilizations, societies
orders of beings, levels of
technologies, knowledge and wisdom
and a vast diversity of natural lows
and avatars of life streams.

Ecological Consciousness
Universal Brotherhood with all
Beings and reintegration of
humanity in Terra’s Ecosistems. To
put the human society in resonance
with The Laws of Nature.

